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THE FIRST ANNUAL
STAFF V STUDENT
FOOTBALL MATCH

FRIDAY AUGUST 7, 1987
KICK-OFF 1400 HRS

7 A-SIDE  20 MINS EACH WAY

At Limhamn's Fältet, behind the beach, approximately
half-way between the University and Limhamn. A 10-minute walk
from WMU.

Come and watch this exciting match between brains &
brawn. Cheer your favourites - you will not be dis-
appointed!
STAFF

H. ADACHI Japan
I. BATTISTA Sweden
C. COLE England
A. COUPER Scotland
S. FAGERSTRÖM Finland
H. HARALAMBIDES Greece
E. HEMMESTORP Sweden
P. HOUSSIN France
J. HORCK Sweden
A. HOWE USA
E. JOHANSSON Sweden
A. KIYINGI Uganda
A. MONSEF Egypt
R. OLSSON Sweden
R. POISSON USA
J. RESTAD Norway
P. ROHMEE Sweden
I. SUNDSTRÖM Iran
A. ULSTRUP Denmark
H. VAN WALEN Netherlands

Referee M. GÖTHRIC
(Shenker Transport AB)
Linesman M. JOHANSSON
(Sweden)

STUDENTS

S. AMADOU Mauritania
R. BADDALOO Trinidad & Tobago
J. BEBIANO Portugal
G. DIEDHIOU Senegal
S. GONZALEZ Panama
M. HABONIMANA Burundi
H. HAMAD Sudan
M. IZUA Zaire
C. LY SECK Senegal
S. MOUENDZI Congo
J. NATIANOTA Tanzania
M. OURO-SAMA Togo
C. QUIROZ Guatemala
M. SALIHOU Benin
J. SUWANPARGPRAEK Thailand
Y. YI China

Team Manager C. MORENO Spain
Physio N. NIKLASSON UK
Cheer leader H. KRISTOFFERSSON Sweden

Team Manager A. CISSOKHO Mauritania
Doctor M. DIALLO Guinea
Clown N. ALI YERIMA Benin
"Marabout" A. GUREIN Sudan